**Pop-Up Case: Response to 9/11**

Following the deadliest foreign terrorist attack on U.S. soil, the president of the United States learns that the terrorist organization al-Qaeda and its leader, Osama bin Laden, are responsible for the 9/11 attacks and are in Afghanistan.

*How should the United States respond?*

**The Situation:**

On the morning of September 11, 2001, al-Qaeda-affiliated terrorists killed nearly three thousand people by hijacking four planes, flying two into the World Trade Center towers in New York and another into the Pentagon in Washington, DC, and crashing the fourth in a field in Pennsylvania after passengers fought back. Television headlines read “LIVE: America Under Attack” while much of the world watched the World Trade Center towers collapse, the Pentagon burn, and Americans lose their lives. September 11, 2001, represented the deadliest foreign terrorist attack on U.S. soil and targeted U.S. symbols of finance and security, as well as civilians. Despite mounting warnings from U.S. intelligence agencies about armed Islamist groups such as al-Qaeda, 9/11 came as a complete surprise to the George W. Bush administration, the American people, and the world.

Terrorism is not new. Several attacks on the United States occurred throughout the twentieth century but were largely seen as isolated incidents rather than an overriding national security concern. A new Islamist group founded by Osama bin Laden, al-Qaeda, escalated attacks throughout the 1990s, killing dozens of Americans with bombings of two U.S. embassies in East Africa in 1998 and the USS Cole in Yemen in 2000. Al-Qaeda fundamentally opposed U.S. ideals and interests, chiefly U.S. involvement in the 1990–91 Gulf War and U.S. support for the governments of Egypt, Israel, and Saudi Arabia. Bin Laden saw the United States as an occupying force against Islam and issued a religious decree in 1998 calling on his followers to kill Americans. The intelligence community ramped up surveillance of bin Laden; however, they had yet to fully recognize the attacks as an entirely new brand of terrorism that posed a significant threat to U.S. security. Increasingly coordinated and deadly incidents by Islamist terrorist organizations spawned even more terrorist groups that used similar recruitment networks, sophisticated methods of communication (including the internet), and staunch funders to sustain attacks.

The magnitude of the 9/11 terrorist attacks drove the United States to consider responding with military action. The United States had involved in conflicts throughout the 1990s in pursuit of human rights and strategic goals. Most notably, it led the Gulf War against the Iraqi annexation of Kuwait. Although military action in the past has allowed the United States to punish aggressors, protect its interests and values, and demonstrate U.S. geopolitical power, military action has also inflicted collateral damage, worsened the United States’ global reputation, and incited anti-American sentiment within affected countries. In response to 9/11, policymakers considered combating a terrorist organization—as opposed to a country—a move that could magnify those downsides. As many argued over the varying degrees of military action needed to address the overriding threat terrorism posed, others warned that using force could facilitate recruitment for terrorist groups and that the United States should instead address the root causes of terrorism to prevent future attacks.

**Additional Resources:**

1. "What is Terrorism?" World101
2. "Tuesday, and After," Response to 9/11 in The New Yorker, (September 16, 2001)
3. “To War, Not to Court,” article in The Washington Post (September 12, 2001)

**Like Model Diplomacy? Try a full case at modeldiplomacy.cfr.org.**
U.S. history pop-up cases from Model Diplomacy are short case studies examining foreign policy decision-making in U.S. history. Designed with a U.S. history survey course in mind, the cases do assume some pre-existing knowledge for context, but there is sufficient detail in the case to fuel a lively discussion.

For historical cases, a post-discussion debrief is crucial. After a simulation, it is important to give students a chance to step out of character and reflect on the conversation: what was difficult about the decision, what was troubling about its implications. It is also important to discuss what decision was actually made.

There are lots of ways to organize a discussion using a pop-up case. It is always helpful to think about your goals for the discussion and then to consider any time or participation constraints you could have. If you are teaching online and are looking for some tips, the introduction to this page from Model Diplomacy has some great links. If you cannot discuss synchronously, consider a short writing assignment or using an online discussion board (see some excellent tips here and here). If you are teaching face-to-face or over videoconference and are looking for some inspiration, here are a few ideas:

**Gauge reaction:**
If you want to show what students are thinking before diving into the discussion, here are two easy ways to do it. In one, often called “four corners,” assign each policy option to a corner of the room, and then ask students to stand in the corner associated with the policy option they support. In the other, if you want your students to think along a spectrum instead (e.g., interventionist-isolationist, unilateral-multilateral, more urgent–less urgent), put the ends of your spectrum at either end of your blackboard and have students stand along the board to indicate where along the spectrum they fall. With both approaches, everyone will sit down again with a sense of where they stand regarding the case. Use this knowledge to shape discussion—eliciting less popular opinions, challenging more popular ones, encouraging like-minded students to further develop their ideas, or having students who disagree discuss in small groups.

**Whiparound:**
Ask students to briefly share their position one after the other without responding to each other. Typically, everyone speaks in the order they are sitting. This can be a way to see where everyone stands before launching into a discussion. If you expect a topic to be particularly contentious, you could have students listen to each other and then reflect in writing.

**Simple simulation:**
If you would like to simulate a simplified version of a more realistic policy debate, you can appoint yourself (or a randomly chosen student) president. Ask students to debate the policy options (or come up with new ones) and try to reach consensus on a recommendation to the president. You could consider assigning students certain perspectives or opinions to encourage debate. For example, different students or groups could prioritize the military, economic, and diplomatic considerations of the case respectively, and use their assigned perspectives to inform their arguments.

*Note: In our experience, simulations are often most productive if students focus on the policy issues and do not try to simulate the personality of particular historical figures.*

Like Model Diplomacy? Try a full case at modeldiplomacy.cfr.org.